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X-data (who, why)
| noun | 1: Experience data, the human factor data  ̶
the beliefs, the emotions, and the sentiments

O-data (what, how)
| noun | 1: Operational data  ̶ readiness data, finance data, HR data, 
tangible records of tangible activities

Experience management
| noun | 1: The act of developing a holistic understanding of human 
experiences through insights driven by X-data and 
O-data, thereby making a real-time impact on operations; 
a virtuous cycle of learning and continuous feedback

Disruption today comes from players that have been able to identify an experience gap, an opportunity to create a new 
experience (for example, a drone taxi service, airborne parcel delivery, or unmanned commercial or military aircraft).
To avoid getting left behind, companies need to identify and address their own experience gaps.
The challenge is trying to do this by understanding various combinations of operational data and Big Data in order 
to seek the sentiment behind known issues. This is like working in black and white. You don’t have the color you need 
to see things differently.
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Tying the knot between X-data and O-data
Disruption through human interaction
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§ Units (from an internal warehouse or depot 
perspective)

§ Soldiers, warriors, airmen, and others (as 
customers of a commissary or central 
clothing facility)

§ Families (as customers of a commissary or 
other services, such as medical treatment)

§ Allies and partners (for example, developing 
foreign military sales)

§ Soldier
§ Government civilian
§ Contractor
§ Soldier in U.S. Army Reserve 

and National Guard (dual role 
as employee outside U.S. 
Department of Defense)

§ Services offered – for example, 
medical services by the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)

§ Business systems and products 
used by warfighter

§ Parts, supplies, and more – for 
example, comparing substitutional 
material

§ Assets (such as Humvees)

§ Service or agency brand, 
such as U.S. Army, 
Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA), VA, and more

§ Program brand, such as 
Global Combat Support 
System-Army (GCSS-
Army)

Intelligent technologies and data management
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ERP Human capital 
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X-data in defense
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Trust changes daily. Morale changes constantly. If you aren’t understanding sentiment as a daily pulse of key events, you can miss important insights. You can 
potentially overlook a new angle that hasn’t manifested itself yet in the O-data or was perceived as being “unrelated.” Suddenly, the picture can look very different.

Simply having operational data is no longer a competitive advantage on its own. Differentiation requires the fusion of human experience data with operational 
data to identify and create new experiences – the new North Star.

X
EXPERIENCE DATA

OPERATIONAL DATA 

O
Understand

the impact and generate 
insights

Act 
to deliver 
outcomes

Listen
to the human and align the experience to 
operationsThe constant and fluid fusing of X- and O-data provides a holistic 

understanding of human experiences. You can more quickly, or even 
preemptively, understand and adjust strategies to drive immediate top-line or 
bottom-line impact. This virtuous cycle of listening, understanding, and 
taking action provides an avenue to see things differently and close the 
experience gap, thereby improving performance.

A defense organization’s propensity to listen, understand, and take action 
based on fused X- and O-data propels new strategies while authenticating the 
human experience. This allows military leaders to react faster and make 
better decisions that lead to increased service levels, lower effort and cost, 
and ultimately higher effectiveness and increased mission readiness.
We see experience data impacting these defense priorities:

§ Mission readiness
§ Weapon and platform readiness
§ Workforce engagement
§ Military health
§ Installation services and smart bases

Executive summary | Fusing X-data and O-data
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Shift the assessment of unit readiness from solely an O-data-based approach to a holistic approach, factoring in 
X-data to improve unit morale, increase the effectiveness of units, and help commanders make better decisions.

Mission readiness
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§ Better decision-making by commanders based 
on the combination of real-time O-data and X-data (such as morale)

§ Improved leadership, training, and equipment readiness due to faster 
feedback

§ Increased effectiveness of deployed troops and improved retention of 
soldiers and civilians due to a better understanding of troop morale

§ The comparison of morale between different units
§ The evaluation of the trust that troops have in their leadership
§ The confidence level of troops following the latest training exercise

§ The assessment of soldiers’ trust in their equipment and the areas of 
largest deficits

X-data + O-data drive outcomes:X-data can help you understand:

Use case example

“An army's effectiveness depends on its size, training, 
experience, and morale, and morale is worth more than any 
of the other factors combined.” 

Napoleon Bonaparte 

Reduced
downtime
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O-dataX-data

Align feedback from soldiers and civilians as well as prospective candidates with your HR planning process to 
improve the recruiting, retention, and onboarding of your workforce.

Workforce engagement

Outcomes

§ More qualified applicants by tracking job satisfaction triggers and HR practices 
§ Improved design and effectiveness of training programs by analyzing survey 

feedback   
§ Higher retention rate of skilled soldiers by monitoring and acting upon their 

satisfaction surveys
§ Earlier identification of top talent by tracking factors that attract and retain them  

§ The satisfaction level of soldiers and civilians with their job and HR practices
§ The evaluation of training programs
§ The attractiveness of a military career for prospective candidates, compared 

with other career options
§ The evaluation of your onboarding process for recruits

§ The measurement of factors (such as technology) that would attract and 
retain young talent in the defense workforce

X-data + O-data drive outcomes:X-data can help you understand:

Use case example
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Conclusion 

Experience Management solutions from SAP and Qualtrics deliver the human component needed to create the intelligent 
defense force. By combining human experience data and operational data, they add empathy to SAP’s intelligent suite –
enabling real-time customer sentiments to flow through systems and extending intelligent connections across solutions. 

Behind each customer relationship is a human experience. 

Consuming each product requires a human experience.

Brand sentiment driving business value hinges on the human experience.

Employees creating value for a customer is a human experience. 
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